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FOREWORD

Development of nuclear fusion as a practical energy source could provide great
benefits for all mankind. This fact has been widely recognized and fusion research
has enjoyed a level of international co-operation unusual in other scientific areas.
From its inception, the International Atomic Energy Agency has actively promoted
the international exchange of fusion information.

In this context, the IAEA responded in 1986 to calls for expansion of interna-
tional co-operation in fusion energy development expressed at summit meetings of
governmental leaders. At the invitation of the Director General there was a series
of meetings in Vienna during 1987, at which representatives of the world's four
major fusion programmes developed a detailed proposal for a joint venture called
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor Conceptual Design Activities.
The Director General then invited each interested Party to co-operate in ITER activi-
ties in accordance with the Terms of Reference that had been worked out. All four
Parties accepted this invitation.

Joint work on ITER Conceptual Design Activities, under the auspices of the
IAEA, began in April 1988 and is scheduled to be completed in December 1990. The
plan includes two phases, the Definition Phase and the Design Phase. In 1988 the
first phase produced a concept with a consistent set of technical characteristics and
preliminary plans for co-ordinated R&D in support of ITER. The Design Phase is
producing a conceptual design, a cost estimate and a description of site requirements.
All information produced within the Conceptual Design Activities is being made
available to each ITER Party for use in reaching decisions about its part in further
international development of fusion energy.

As part of its support of ITER activities, the IAEA is pleased to publish the
documents that summarize the results of the joint work.
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Abstract

The parameter choice for the ITER design is

dominated by the need to achieve ignition. Different

energy confinement time scalings extrapolate to different

device parameters, and the final design chosen must have

a reasonable chance of success under the presently

favoured scalings. This study investigates the device

performance over the plasma current - aspect ratio design

space, using sets of simplified equations and more

detailed parametric analysis codes, with a view to

clarifying the acceptable parameter region. Alterations

to the initial assumptions of plasma elongation, plasma

safety factor and peak toroidal field, and the effect of

limiting the wall load, are also investigated. The study

concludes that a device with aspect ratio around 3 and

plasma current about 20 MA would be an appropriate

choice. Under the assumptions of the study such a device

would have a major radius of about 5.8m and would require

the attainment of enhancement factors around 1.5 over L-

mode scaling.

The energy confinement scaling doainates the parameter choice

for the IT1R design under ignited operation, and in the end a

cojaprosd.se solution sust be chosen to try to corer all eTentualities

with a aachine of reasonable sice, cost and power. The ainple



analysis and more detailed calculations reported here lead to the

conclusion that a device of around 20MA and aspect ratio around 3

makes most sense. This device will need enhancement factors of around

1.5 under the scalings considered.

1.Introduction

ThQ result of searching for the minimum cost device which

ignites under different scaling laws leads to a wide range of

possible parameters for the ITER device. This is shown in the

following \.able, where devices are constrained by having to provide

inductive startup + 300s burn, have an aspect ratio between 2.5 and

4.5, a wall load between 1 and 2 MW/m , a maximum (average) toroidal

peak field of below 12T, a beta scaling coefficient (g) under 2.8,

and a safety factor (q^O above 3. (Note that the physics guidelines

employed in this analysis were those recommended by the ITER Physics

Group during the early stages of the concept definition phase. These

were subsequently modified somewhat, but the rationale for parameter

selection, and the desirable parameter region, remain unchanged.)

TABLE I - MINIMUM COST MACHINES FOR GIVEN SCALINGS

Scaling Law

scaling-law

R(m)
a(m)
A
KMA)
B(T)

Pn(MW/m
z)

Cost(relative)

"RL

I l

I 1.
I 4.
|18.
I 7.

I l i
I 2.
1.0
0.8
1.8

G
| 1 . 9 +

+ H
| 5 . 0
1 1-1
| 4.5*
| 9.8
j 6 .7
j 2 . 3

j 1 .1

1 1-9
I 2 . 0
| 2.9

RL
1.0

4 . 7
1.7
2 . 8

16.8
4 . 8
2 . 8
1.6
1 .2

2 . 0
1 .0
1.9

RL
1.6+

4 . 3
1 . 5
2 . 9

13.4
4 . 6
2.8*
1 . 1
1 .0

2 . 4
1 .6
2 . 4

1 .0
- -

6 . 8
2 . 7
2.5*

27.2
4 . 2
2 - 8 ,
2.0*
2 . 5

1 .5
0 . 4
1 .0

J 1
1.3+1

• +

5.1 |
2.0 I
2.5*|

21.5 |
4 . 4 j
2 . 8 1
1.9 |
1 . 5 j

1.8 |
0.7 |
1.5 |

(G-Gold«ton,RL»Rebut-Lallia,J-JAERI,*-active constraint,
•(••typical H-mode enhancement factors from ref. 1)

Major radius varies from 4 to 8m, aspect ratio from low to high, on-

axis field from 4 to 8T, plasma current from 10 to 30 MA, and cost by

a factor of 2.5. Application of th* T-10 scaling law leads to results

similar to those with Goldston scaling.
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This wide choice makes ITER parameter selection very difficult,

and it is necessary to choose device parameters which, without

incurring unreasonable expense, offer the best compromise for all

scalings under consideration. The purpose of this note is to

characterise devices in plasma current-aspect ratio space, in order

to identify such compromise parameters. (The needs of current driven

operation are also part of this compromise, but these have yet to be

analysed.)

2.Simple Model

Analysis with detailed systems codes is necessary to determine

all aspects of parameter variation over I-A space. However, the basic

characteristics of the design space can be modelled rather well by a

series of straightforward equations relating dimensions, fields and

power levels. These are given in Table II.

TABLE II - EQUATIONS OF SIMPLE MODEL

a -

B =

B D T

p

P n "

B0H

S =

t 1 A * <»cyl ' 5 B t m a x

1 A Icyl ' 5 a

- 7.88xlO"3 g I / a

- 37.51 SJJT
2 B4 A t

0.0287 P p u s / A a 2

- X I A a [ln(8A/k0'

7.47xl0"3 A a (dgg+c

B

t 3

+

k

(1

5

lC

)

)

dBSJ /

+ k 2 ) 0 -

- 1.65]

(A - 1)

(MW)

5 (MW/m

/ 5(Aa -

[dBS+ dC+ a<1 + k ) l +

2 )

a -

2 .

dBS

43x10

" dC

" 2 P

) 2

0
FUS

(1)

(2)

(3 )

(4)

(5 )

(6)

.47

(7)
Palpha " prad * wtotal-thermal

INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS:

q i-0.844
g-2.8

k-2.0
X-1.0

T-lOkeV dBS-1.08m
dc-1.30mZeff-1.78

Btmax-llT
B0Hmax=12T

These simple equations relate field on axis (B) to field at the

coil (B t m a x), plasma current to field via safety factor, fuel beta to

beta scaling coefficient under certain reasonable impurity and

temperature assumptions, and describe solenoid field as a factor



times L I . The power equations follow from a reactivity assumption

and simple geometry, and the plasma power balance is calculated by

adjusting the enhancement factor (H) to give equality. Cost (relative

to the device at I-15MA and A»2.5 under the initial assumptions) is

estimated using two terms, one related to the volume of material

around the plasma, the second scaling with the fusion power level.

This cost scaling has been derived from more detailed earlier studies

using the SCAN cost model. Certain parameters are initially kept

fixed, and these are also listed in Table II. The sensitivity of the

results to these assumptions is described later. The results of this

simple model show good agreement, in both parameters and cost, with

those derived using the SUPERCOIL/SCAN systems code [2,3].

Equation 1 shows that for given B t m a x. I. A, dgg (distance from

plasma inboard edge to radius of peak field) and qCyj^, the device

parameters are essentially fixed. It only then remains to determine

whether there is sufficient room for the required voltseconds in the

transformer core, given an assumption on dc (TF coil + half OH coil

thickness).

3.Initial Results

The key parameters at various points in I-A parameter space are

given in Table III, and these are plotted in Figure 1. Figure l(a)

indicates the radial build constraint (i.e.B0Hmax<12T) under

different assumptions of acceptable coil thickness. The thinner the

coil designs are, the easier is access to low aspect ratio - low

minor radius space. (Note also that the cost curves shown are for dc

of 1.3m, and would be reduced by about 20Z if d^ were reduced to

0.61m.) The constant power and wall loading lines provide additional

restrictions, which can be relaxed by dropping the g value, although

this leads to a need for higher enhancement factors for some scalings

(see below).

The enhancement factors required in different regions of

parameter space are shown in Figure l(b). There is remarkable

agreement between machines predicted as acceptable by Rebut-Lallia

and JAERI scalings, if the RL scaling law coefficient is halved. As

shown in Figure l(c), with these laws, for a given enhancement

factor, plasma major radius is reduced at low aspect ratio. For an

10
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Fig. l(a) Simple model baseline geometry, power and cost contours. Fig. l(b) Simple model baseline enhancement factors.
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Fig. l (d) Simple model baseline GoldBton, Rebut-LaIlia and Cost
contours.
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Fig. 2(a) TRESCODE results at constant Goldston enhancement factor
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enhancement factor of unity with JAERI scaling, a device around 6.5m

would be needed under the assumptions of Table II. On the other hand,

Goldston scaling enhancement factor liues tend to be almost parallel

to lines of constant radius, and a device of 9m major radius would be

needed with an enhancement factor of unity. (These radius values are

somewhat sensitive to B t m a x - see later.) This difference can also be

seen by following lines of constant enhancement factor, plotting K, A

and I on the way, for the different scalings, as shown in Figure 2(a)

and (b), which were derived from more detailed analysis using

TRESCODE [4].

The slope of the cost contours is between those of the Rebut-

LaIlia/JAERI scaling contours and the Goldston scaling contours, as

shown in Figure l(d). Thus, with RL/JAERI scalings and constant

enhancement factor, cost is reduced at low aspect ratio even though

current is high (cost and major radius being eventually constrained

by the radial buildup). With Goldston scaling at constant enhancement

factor, however, increasing aspect ratio reduces cost. This explains

the wide divergence of device parameters in Table I.

The question then arises as to whether plasma aspect ratio can

be chosen without considering other issues. One such is the variation

of the mechanical first wall loads produced during the thermal quench

phase of a disruption. In this case the SYS systems code [5] was

used, varying aspect ratio at a constant enhancement factor. The

calculations were performed for Goldston, JAERI, M-M, and RL energy

confinement scalings. An enhancement factor of 2 was assumed for

Goldston, 1.5 for JAERI, and the other two scalings were used without

any enhancement. The beta scaling factor g and the safety factor q at

the 0.95 flux surface were kept fixed together with plasma elongation

k.

A change in diamagnetic flux during the thermal quench produces

a poloidal loop voltage, U, at the first wall, an electromagnetic

pressure, p, and an outward net force, F. As in the simple analysis,

the results (Figures 3(a) and (b)), show that an increase of aspect

ratio leads to a decrease of plasma current and increase of major

radius for all scalings. Also, for JAERI and RL scalings a high

aspect ratio machine has a larger fusion power than one with small

aspect ratio, whereas for Goldston and M-M scalings, fusion power

15
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slightly decreases with increase of aspect ratio. For all scalings

considered the mechanical wall loads during thermal quench do not

change significantly with aspect ratio. Thus it is possible, at

constant enhancement factor, to decrease the size of ITER by

decreasing plasma aspect ratio, without a significant increase of

first wall mechanical loading due to thermal quench.

A.Reduced Power Levels

The above analyses were all carried out without regard for the

acceptability of the power levels at a given point in parameter

space. When account is taken of the power and wall loading, it is

evident that for high plasma current and aspect ratio, too much power

is being generated. One way to gain access to the space is to reduce

g, and the effect of dropping g to 1.8 is shown in Figure 4(a) and

(b). Dimensions are unchanged from those on Figure 1, but cost is

reduced somewhat due to reduced power levels. The desirable parameter

space for Goldston scaling is unchanged, but that for RL and J has

moved to considerably higher plasma current. Thus reducing g is

beneficial for Goldston scaling, but not for the other scalings.

When wall load is kept constant by reducing g by variable

amounts over the parameter space, power drops considerably, as shown

in Figures 5(a) and (b) for Pn«lMW/m
2, only reaching 3000MW at very

high plasma current and aspect ratio. The I-A values needed for

Goldston scaling are unchanged, but plasma currents around or greater

than 30MA would be needed for an enhancement factor of unity with

JAERI scaling (or equivalently 0.5 with RL scaling), if aspect ratio

is less than U.S. The cost increase shown in Figure 5(a) is also

considerably weaker than that of Figure l(a) or 4(a), but not weak

enough to encourage operation at high I and high A.

5.Variations in Elongation and Safety Factor

The main reason why the desirable machine parameters of Table I

are so scattered in A-I space is due to the different size dependence

of the scalings. If plasma current and/or magnetic field on axis can

be increased, the uncertainty about the desirable machine size can be

reduced. In fact, plasma current need not even be increased, as a

reduction in q or increase in elongation can achieve the same effect.

17
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This applies particularly to Goldston scaling, which has a strong I

dependence, so plasma size for a given enhancement factor can reduce

significantly. This has been investigated more closely using the

simple model and the TRESCODE systems code.

If elongation is increased without changing qj-q ^(l+kZ)/2,

the dimensions corresponding to a given point in I-A space reduce,

and the overall picture using the simple model changes as in Figures

6(a) and (b) which show the results for g-2.8 with k-2.5. If qc j is

reduced by about 25Z keeping g-2.8 but returning to k=2.0, the

contours are almost identical. The radial buildup constraint on coil

design makes much more of the space inaccessible, whereas the

constant power, wall loading and enhancement factor contours are

little changed from the initial results. Compared to Figure 1, higher

aspect ratio and plasma current can be found in lower major radius

devices, and these devices require lower enhancement factors for all

scalings. This is also shown by the TRESCODE results of Figure 7(a)

where the plasma size obtained with Goldston scaling becomes very

similar to that with JAERI scaling for the same enhancement factor,

as safety factor is reduced. However when account is taken of the

falloff in power necessary to reach a reasonable wall load (as in

Figures 4 and S compared to Figure 1), there is a negligible net

benefit except for Goldston scaling. Appropriate adjustments in k

and qcyl therefore may lead to benefits for some scalings and reduced

uncertainty about machine size, but for a full assessment it is

necessary to know more about the relationship between g, qcyl and k.

6.Variation in Peak Toroidal field

The TRESCODE results of Figure 7(b), calculated at constant g,

show that if peak toroidal field is increased, plasma minor radius

can reduce, particularly with Goldston scaling. In fact, the plasma

size required for a given enhancement factor gets very close for all

three scalings. However, since the necessary thickness of the

toroidal field coil increases with peak field, the optimum peak field

for minimum major radius will be around 14T for RL and JAERI

scalings, and slightly higher for Goldston. Unfortunately, increasing

magnetic field leads to considerably increased fusion power, wall

load and cost.
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Using the simple model again, it is easy to show that if the

peak toroidal field alone were raised to 14T, the change in device

dimensions permits virtually no region of parameter space satisfying

the radial buildup constraint and having an acceptably low wall load,

even for advanced magnet design. If wall load is restricted to

2MW/m2, the result is as shown in Figure 8(a) and (b), giving low

power devices in the range of interest. As in Figure 5<b), ignition

under JAERI scaling with unity enhancement factor is not possible

within the I-A range studied, and the enhancement factor with RL

scaling does not drop below 0.5 until currents around 25MA and aspect

ratios around 4 are attained. As with the reduced-q/increased-k

example of Figure 6, a reduced enhancement factor for Goldston

scaling can be attained in a device around 6m, but this is the only

scaling to benefit significantly under reasonable wall loadings. In

fact, the benefit in machine size and performance brought about by

increasing elongation by 257 is greater than that achieved by

increasing peak toroidal field by the same amount.

Taken as a whole, the above results indicate that although

performance can be improved for Goldston scaling by increasing

elongation/reducing q and/or increasing peak fields, the need to

satisfy wall load constraints results in little benefit for Rebut-

Lallia and JAERI scalings.

Nevertheless, moving in the direction of reducing q and

increasing magnetic field somewhat would be a promising direction to

pursue to reduce uncertainty about the machine size needed for

ignition, if high wall loadings could be handled.

7.Cost-Minimising Systems Code Scan

Finally, the TETRA systems code [6] has been applied to the I-A

design space. The object of this has been to allow the code to select

minimum cost machines at each point by adjustment of operating

parameters within the correct engineering constraints applicable to

the ITER design (e.g. Pn < 2 MW m~
2) and to compare the results of

this more accurate method with the simpler model of section 2 above.

TETRA optimises a selected figure-of-merit (here minimum

capital cost) by adjustment of engineering parameters (eg. B 0 H) and

physics parameters (eg. Te) subject to a set of inequality

23
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PLASMA CURRENT (MA)

20 25

Fig. 9 Modelling of I-A space with the TETRA Systems Code.
Contours of relative direct cost are shown together with
enhancement contour! for Goldtton (Hg) and JAERI (H,)
sellings for ninimui cost machines. The neutron wall load
is constrained to 2MW/ir) over the whole apace. One unit of
relative direct cost corresponds to approximately 1770 MS

constraints (eg. on g and P n). At each grid point in I-A space, TETRA

has been applied to find the minimum cost machine within the

following major inequality constraints: q j > 3, g < 2.8, 1 < wall

load < 2 K» m"2, B t m a x < 12 T. As might be expected, because no

ignition constraints have been applied, the minimum cost machine

always occurs with a wall loading corresponding to the lower bound of

1 MW m" . Consequently, rather high enhancement factors are required

for those scaling laws which depend strongly on density (eg. JAERI).

Accordingly, a second set of minimum cost cases have been generated

at a fixed wall loading of 2 MW m"2 (an approximate upper-bound from

first wall and divertor heat-load constraints). These cases are shown

25
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Fig. 10 Modelling of I-A space with the TETRA Systems code.
Contour! of relative direct coat are shown together with
enhancement contours for T-1C (HT_10) and Rebut-Lallia
(H^i) scaling! for minimum cost machines. The neutron wall
load is constrained to 2Mllaf) over the whole space. One
unit of relative direct cost corresponds to approximately
1770 HS

in Figure 9 where contours of relative direct cost and required

enhancement factors for JAERI and Goldston scaling are plotted in I-A

space. Figure 10 shows analogous enhancement factor contours for T-10

and RL scaling. It should be noted that with the more agressive

(LLNL) magnet models in the TETRA code, all of this I-A space appears

to be accessible from an engineering design standpoint.

Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 with Figures 4(a) and (b)

obtained with the simpler model, show excellent agreement, both

quantitatively and qualitatively, except perhaps at the lowest

aspect ratio for JAERI scaling where the systems code results produce

26



somewhat lower enhancement factors. This discrepancy, still being

investigated, is possibly due to variation in plasma temperature

pursued by the code to reduce costs. Also, wall loadings as high as

2MW/m2 cannot be obtained at A around 2.5 with I < 20MA without

exceeding the constraint on g.

If an enhancement factor of no more than l.S is required for

all scalings then the figures show that the minimum cost machines at

this enhancement have the following characterictics

Goldston: A>3.5, I-18MA, relative cost -1.4

JAERI: A-2.5, I-23MA, relative cost -1.4

T-10: A-3.8, I-15MA, relative cost -1.25

Rebut-Lalliaj A<2.5, K15MA, relative cost <1.0

The minimum cost machine which would achieve ignition with an

enhancement factor of ,< 1.5 for all four scaling laws (Goldston,

JAERI, T-10 and RL) would have the followi-n^ characteristics: A=2.8,

I=22MA, R-5.5ir., relative cost-1.4. This point can also be found in I-

A space using Figures 9 and 10.

8.Conclusions and Recommendations

The item having the most dominant effect on selecting the

parameters for an ignited ITER is the energy confinement scaling. The

various scaling laws, if used individually to determine the ITER

parameters, would lead to highly different designs. The need is to

find the best compromise design point in the face of the conflicting

confinement scaling guidance. This compromise must be achieved

against a background of keeping size, cost and fusion power at

reasonably low levels.

On a graph of Aspect Ratio (A) vs Plasma Current (I), contours

of many parameters tend to cut diagonnally across from low-A/high-I

(upper right) to high-A/low-I (lower left). This is shown

schematically in Figure 11.

Movement to the lower right corner of the A vs I plot is in the

direction of: Ignition with L-mode

Larger Size

Greater Cost

Higher Fusion Power

Higher Wall Loading

27
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Fig. 11 Schematic representation of parameter variation over
plaima current - aspect ratio apace.
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Movement to the upper left corner of the A vs I plot is in the

direction of:

Ignition with H-mode

Smaller Size

Lower Cost

Lower Fusion Power

Lower Neutron Wall Loading

Movement towards the upper left corner is eventually restricted by

the magnet design, and penetration deeply into this region requires

aggressive design assumptions.

The quantitative information indicates that the ITER design

should be towards the upper left corner of the A vs I graph: i.e. at

low values of both A and I (such as A -3.0 and 1-20 MA). This places

ITER in a space that requires energy confinement "like H-mode" or

"toward H-mode". For the baseline assumptions of the study, the major

radius there is around 6m. There is some opportunity to decrease this

value by utilising somewhat higher peak toroidal fields, somewhat

reduced plasma safety factor and increased elongation. The nominal

fusion power is <2000 MW, and the associated neutron wall loading is

<2.0 MW/m2.

As shown in figure 11, movement to higher A and reduced values

of I could maintain roughly constant performance and costs while only

increasing major radius slightly. A small step in this direction

might therefore be desirable.

Movement to higher I while slightly (due to the radial buildup

constraint) reducing aspect ratio, tends to improve performance

(toward ignition with L-mode), but also tends to move to larger size

and significantly greater cost.

Based on these considerations, an ITER design point close to

A-3 and 1-20 MA seems to be a good coacroMite. For such a point,

physics with enhancement factors over L-wode scaling of about l.S

will be required.
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